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Abstract-In this paper, a novel video classification methodology is presented that aims to recognize different categories of third-person videos efficiently. The idea is to keep track of motion in videos by following optical flow elements over time. To classify the resulted motion time series efficiently, the idea is letting the machine to learn temporal features along the time dimension. This is done by training a multi-channel one dimensional Convolutional Neural Network (1D-CNN). Since CNNs represent the input data hierarchically, high level features are obtained by further processing of features in lower level layers. As a result, in the case of time series, long-term temporal features are extracted from short-term ones. Besides, the superiority of the proposed method over most of the deeplearning based approaches is that we only try to learn representative temporal features along the time dimension. This reduces the number of learning parameters significantly which results in trainability of our method on even smaller datasets. It is illustrated that the proposed method could reach state-of-theart results on two public datasets UCF11 and jHMDB with the aid of a more efficient feature vector representation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
CTIVITY recognition is one of the popular areas in artificial intelligence. Because of vast amount of its usages, many researches have been conducted in recent years. The industrial applications of this field are surveillance systems, video games, driver-less cars and so forth. It is still an open area for research due to the difficult and challenging datasets, especially those containing several moving objects with cluttered backgrounds.
In general, the inputs of an action recognition system are 3D video signals consist of two dimensions in spatial and one dimension in temporal domain and the output of such system is the category that the video is belonged to. The main point is to extract effective spatiotemporal features to represent the video data efficiently [1] . Plentiful works investigated different approaches giving high accuracy results in recognizing images, digits or etc. [2, 3] . Thanks to the Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), more discriminant spatial features are extracted in compare with hand-crafted features. While, in Ali Javidani is with the department of Computer Science and Engineering, Shahid Beheshti University, Tehran, Iran (e-mail: a.javidani@mail.sbu.ac.ir).
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order to represent the motion dynamics for videos, more researches need to be done in relation to modeling temporal features.
A lot of studies applied CNNs in the case of video. In [4] , four models with different fusion methods are introduced. For capturing temporal relations, a limited number of frames are given to different channels of CNN. However, since two models single frame and slow fusion have approximately similar performances, it can be concluded that the slow fusion model, in spite of its huge training time, could not detect the existing motion in video. Zisserman et al. devised two stream network to take two different aspects of appearance and motion in videos [1] . While, the number of input optical flow images in the flow-net had to be constrained to a limited number due to the increasing number of training parameters.
Two different but similar studies extended CNN to 3D-CNN [5, 6] . In [5] , convolution operation was extended to 3 dimensions. Similarly, Tran et al. designed C3D network, in which both convolution and pooling operations have been extended to 3 dimensions [6, 7] . A combination of handcrafted and deep-learned features (trajectory deep pooled features) demonstrated a strong representation to categorize third-person videos [8] . Another work considered several fusion methods of spatial and temporal streams in different places of the two-stream model and obtained better results in compare with its baseline model [9] .
As recurrent neural networks are appropriate to find longterm patterns from sequential data, several researches investigated RNNs, especially Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM), in order to detect temporal information actively [10] [11] [12] [13] . Besides applying LSTMs to capture feature changes, some approaches utilize it to train parameters. For instance, Piergiovanni et al. and Liu et al. trained their temporal attention filters with the aid of LSTMs for classifying first and third-person videos [14, 15] . Deep residual networks either recurrent or convolutional networks were also examined by researchers [16] [17] [18] . Furthermore, a recent work proposed multi-stream deep fusion framework in which by taking advantage of CNNs and LSTMs, spatial and temporal features are extracted respectively. It surpasses state-of-the-art results on relatively small datasets [19] .
A major drawback for most of the above approaches is that they require a huge amount of data to be trained properly [12] . However, the assumption of existing vast amount of labeled data in many applications can be impractical. This paper tackles the mentioned problem impressively. The main motivation of our work is to exploit efficient and representative temporal features in order to extract short/long-term motion 
II. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, the proposed strategy and the theory behind that will be discussed completely. Fig.1 demonstrates the proposed method in detail.
Optical flow is a traditional and strong method for representing the existing motion in video. The optical flow image between two frames in video represents how much each pixel has been moved from one frame to another frame. The most important advantage of utilizing optical flow is that it detects motion in short distances through nearby frames. Therefore, constant objects which do not have substantial impact in finding motion are eliminated. This is really crucial in such applications like recognizing ongoing activities in which motion plays the major role.
Accordingly, in order to estimate short-term motion, at the first step, optical flow images between consecutive frames are computed for all training videos. From now on, the general idea is to pursue short-term motion changes, through the whole video, to obtain longer ones. Thus, describing the resulted optical flow images with a specific set of features and following each element over time can be a major step toward this goal. In our framework, we extracted off-the-shelf features of the last fully-connected layer (before soft-max) in CNN networks. As a result, a sequence of n dimensional vector for each optical flow image is obtained where n is the size of the neurons in the related feature map layer.
Optical flow images are much similar to each other. Because of that, there exist some correlations between descriptions of them in the n dimensional space. Besides, the number of dimensionality of the last fully-connected layer in pre-trained CNN networks is usually high (e.g. 4096 in AlexNet or 2048 in ResNet-152) and redundancy is highly probable to occur. To omit the correlation between the optical flow images and reducing the number of dimensions, we decided to perform simple but effective dimension reduction algorithm of Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) aims to find the axes that show the greatest variation and project all data points to those. This is feasible by finding eigenvectors of covariance matrix in the original space. After that, descriptions of all optical flow images are transferred to the new space based on the founded transformation matrices. Though, the value of preserving energy should be noticed carefully. Experimentally, we found that 80% rate of energy preserving is enough for our work. As a result, all n dimensional description vectors are transformed to the new space with m dimensions; where m is the number of dimensions correspondent to saving 80% of total information.
Aligning the mapped descriptions of consecutive optical flow images beside each other, for each video, leads to a matrix. It is clear that each row in this matrix comes from a specific feature and has been followed up over temporal dimension through the columns. Hence, a set of m time series are obtained representing motion for each video. All of these m time series have their own role in classifying the whole set and they could be seen as different channels of a time series. Therefore, the problem is summarized to multi-channel time series classification.
Here, the idea is to keep track of short-term features to obtain long-term patterns from time series to classify them efficiently. Short-term features can be handcrafted predefined properties like max, sum and other pooling operators. However, a better alternative is letting the machine to learn and recognize these features. CNNs are benefited by both of these advantages superiorly. Firstly, with the aid of simple backpropagation algorithm, CNNs accomplish the feature learning task automatically. Secondly, they represent the input data hierarchically. In other words, high-level features, in the last layers of the network, are obtained by further processing of lower level layers. As a result, CNNs are highly suitable to Figure 1 : The detailed structure of the proposed framework. The optical flow images between consecutive frames are calculated and are described by a pre-trained CNN network. In order to reduce the dimensionality, PCA dimension reduction algorithm is performed. Then the resulted time series are represented by training a multi-channel one dimensional Convolutional Neural Network (1D-CNN) . As the last step, multi-class SVM is performed to classify the resulted feature vector. ...
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extract long-term features in time series from short-term ones that are extracted in primary layers. Accordingly, sub-events and super-events in videos could be captured. The features extracted in primary layers can be considered as sub-events and super-events are the features extracted in final layers. CNNs are moreover designed to be easily extended to multi-channel. This is also a desired point as we have multi-channel time series.
Since the input signals are one dimensional time series, all convolution and pooling operations are defined 1D. This will ease the training phase of the network due to the fact that the number of learned parameters will be decreased dramatically. Therefore, the proposed method is applicable to even smaller datasets. This is one of the most prominent advantages of our approach in compare with most of the deep-learning based approaches. At the meantime, the more training data is provided for training the 1D-CNN, the better classification accuracy will be gained consecutively.
Eventually, every video is represented by getting the features of the last fully-connected layer (before soft-max) in the trained network. As the last step, a SVM classifier with chi-squared kernel is trained on the obtained feature vectors.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Datasets
To clarify the superiority of the proposed method over other deep-based approaches, which need large-scale training data, we conducted our experiments on two rather small datasets: UCF11 and jHMDB. UCF11 contains 1600 videos distributed in 11 different sport categories of humans such as diving, volleyball and biking. The videos are collected from YouTube website and the frame rate for all of them is 29.97 fps. Due to the huge inconsistency in camera motion, different backgrounds and illumination conditions, UCF11 is a highly challenging dataset. JHMDB is the smaller scale of HMDB-51 dataset that contains 923 videos with 21 daily activities of humans like climbing stairs, clapping, running and so forth. The length of frames in this dataset ranges from 15 to 40. Moreover, the speed of body parts such as head, legs and arms varies in different clips in this database. This makes it strictly difficult for categorizing.
B. Implementation details
For the description of optical flow images, two different pre-trained networks GoogLeNet and vgg-verydeep-16 are used. These networks have already been trained on the imagenet dataset. The representation of optical flow images is obtained via extracting the features of the last fully-connected layer (before soft-max layer). GoogLeNet has 1024 neurons and vgg-verydeep-16 has 4096 neurons in this layer. After performing PCA on the optical flow descriptions and by setting the Proportion of Variance (PoV) to 80%, m as the number of channels in the principal component space obtained 50 for GoogLeNet and 60 for the vgg-verydeep-16, for both datasets.
The CNNs input should have a specific constant size. This is in contradiction with the problem definition since our videos have different lengths. To overcome this problem, a simple way is to sample all videos to have a specific length. However, this may results in losing useful data. In order to train our one dimensional Convolutional Neural Network (1D-CNN) , we decided to set the length of time series equal to the length of the video with maximum number of frames. In this situation, all videos having less frame numbers are expanded by zero padding. Adding zero points does not impose any limitation to the proposed framework.
Due to the intrinsic differences in ranges of lengths and frame rates of video clips between datasets, different 1D-CNN architectures are considered for each dataset. However, it is possible to train our 1D-CNN with large datasets and just fine tune it with limited number of data, to be useable for every dataset. The proposed multi-channel one dimensional CNN architectures for both datasets can be viewed in Fig.3 .
C. Results on UCF11
To evaluate the proposed method on UCF11, the LeaveOne-Out-Cross-Validation (LOOCV) scheme has been followed as in the original work [20] . The results of classification accuracies and comparison with other state-ofthe-art approaches are reported in Table1. As it is clear, the proposed method has outperformed other methods. The [21] 84.2% Soft attention [22] 84.9% Cho et al. [23] 88.0%
Snippets [24] 89.5% Two-stream LSTM(conv-L) [19] 89.2% Two-stream LSTM(fc-L) [19] 93.7% Two-stream LSTM(fu-1) [19] 94.2% Two-stream LSTM(fu-2) [19] 94.6% Ali et al. [25] 95.7%
Proposed method(vgg16-verydeep) 95.9% Proposed method(GoogLeNet) 96.8% Proposed method(GoogLeNet) + iTF 99.4%
confusion matrix for the proposed method is illustrated in Fig.2 .
D. Results on jHMDB
In the jHMDB dataset, evaluation is done regarding the three separate train and test splits suggested in the original dataset. The overall accuracy is the average performance of the splits. The classification accuracies of the proposed method and other approaches for this dataset are reported in Table2. Despite the fact that jHMDB dataset is too small for training multi-channel 1D-CNN, since it only has around 600 training videos, the proposed method is still demonstrating competitive results. By combining the learned features of our method with improved trajectory features (concatenating them); we could outperform the state-of-the-art approaches for this dataset considerably. The confusion matrix for this dataset is also depicted in Fig.4 .
In both datasets, features of the last fully-connected layers are extracted as the representation of time series. These are the learnt features of the proposed methodology which are also concatenated with the improved trajectory features (iTF). [ 
IV. CONCLUSION
We proposed an approach in which one dimensional Convolutional Neural Network (1D-CNN) in multi-channel format was used to extract temporal information. By doing so, we showed that our 1D-CNN is able to extract both short-term and long-term motion dynamics due to its hierarchical structure. Furthermore, to control the number of learned parameters, the original feature space has been transformed to a less complicated space with lower dimensionality. This is done by performing effective PCA dimension reduction algorithm. By evaluating the proposed method on two public datasets UCF11 and jHMDB it is demonstrated that our method could reach state-of-the-art results on both of them successfully. As a result, our method is trainable on small datasets which is a rare property in most of the deep-learning based approaches. Method Accuracy Two-stream LSTM(conv-L) [19] 52.7% Ali et al. [25] 53.4% Lu et al. [26] 58.6%
Gkioxari et al. [27] 62.5% Peng et al. [28] 62.8% Two-stream LSTM(fc-L) [19] 66.8% Two-stream LSTM(fu-1) [19] 67.7%
Proposed method(vgg16-verydeep) 67.9% Jhuang et al. [29] 69.0%
Peng et al. [30] 69.0% Two-stream LSTM(fu-2) [19] 69.0%
Proposed method(GoogLeNet) 69.2% Proposed method(vgg16-verydeep) + iTF
72.3%
Proposed method(GoogLeNet) + iTF 74.5% Figure 4 : The confusion matrix of the proposed method on jHMDB dataset.
